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For grades PK-2: Small Group to Whole Group

Materials Needed:
A felt board
Felt board pieces (need scissors, glue, and felt to construct)
Corresponding text or story

How to Construct:
1. Cut out the story characters. Laminate them if desired.
2. Glue pieces of felt to the back of the characters. If students will be using the pieces, be sure to use a very strong glue.
2. Check the pieces to see if any pieces of felt need to be glued to the front of the characters.
3. Put all the characters in a bag or large envelope and label it with the story title.

How to Play:
1. Read or tell the story. Use the felt characters to act out the story while you read/tell it.
   Optional: Put the felt board and characters in a station for small groups of students to use. They can reenact the story with the characters.
Miriam

Mother of Moses

Open Basket & Closed Basket

Baby Moses

Or just cut two rectangular pieces of brown felt

Felt goes here
Pharaoh’s Daughter’s Servants

*Cut a large rectangle out of blue felt. Cut scallops across the top to make it look like water for the river.

*Cut rectangles out of green felt. Put them along the blue water for grass.